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But after pushing through these clumsy opening matches, I
started to take in the UI and figure out the different weapons
and items. Slowly everything started clicking into place. I forced-
willed my squads to follow orders and did the same myself while
understanding why most of my idiotic deaths were my entirely
fault. Matches gradually got longer until finally, I actually won
my first round in a Battle Royale ever. I say I but actually in
‘Apex’ it’s the entire team that wins, even if they aren’t alive to
see the last body fall.

I can honestly say I never got Battle Royales. I’ve had fun with
the few games of ‘PUBG’ I played when it initially came out on
PC and I’ve played ‘Fortnite’ for a couple of weeks with friends
but quickly got bored and dropped them. I liked the CS:GO ver-
sion ‘Blacksite’ but it was more of a glorified mod filled with half-

baked ideas. I also tried the MOBA inspired take on BR in ‘Bat-
tlerite’ but even then I was done after a few games. They were
simply to random, too erratic and I simply never found them fun
on my own. The concept of a huge team deathmatch isn’t strik-
ingly new (Unreal 2004’s Onslaught mode was glorious back in
the day) but its explosive popularity isn’t too hard to figure out. 

Creative communications
The emphasis on team-play mixed with a reliance on individ-

ual skill is socially cathartic and it has hooked an audience of
millions who have never played a proper multi-player game be-
fore. Also let’s get something obvious out of the way - they are
extremely easy to pick up. Of course skill-ceilings are generally
high in a way every twitch-based shooter is but the concept of
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So Respawn Entertainment has done something I thought would never happen - they got me
interested in a Battle Royale. It wasn’t easy I admit, pushing through the first couple hours
of ‘Apex Legends’ is nothing but a slog. The guns look strange and it’s unclear what they’re

actually good at while the character abilities all seem to be useless as apart as only one of them
are actually explained to the player. On top of that, a balanced matchmaker is non-existent with it
putting you in comps that range from hardened BR experts to absolute beginners. 


